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Have you ever stumbled upon a comic book series that completely blew your
mind and left you craving for more? Well, look no further! Chew Vol Taster
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Choice, written by the brilliant John Layman, is a masterpiece that will captivate
your imagination and keep you hooked from beginning to end.

First released in 2009, Chew Vol Taster Choice takes place in a unique and
peculiar world where chicken is outlawed due to a deadly bird flu. The story
revolves around Tony Chu, a detective with a distinct ability - he can get psychic
impressions from everything he eats. As he investigates crimes using his
extraordinary talent, Tony finds himself entangled in a web of conspiracies, secret
organizations, and bizarre characters.
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The Genius Behind Chew Vol Taster Choice - John Layman

At the heart of Chew Vol Taster Choice is the brilliant mind of John Layman. With
his exceptional storytelling skills and vivid imagination, Layman creates a world
that is both absurd and captivating, transporting readers to a realm where food-
related superpowers and crime-solving collide.

Layman's ability to seamlessly blend humor, suspense, and action is what sets
Chew Vol Taster Choice apart from other comic book series. His unique writing
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style keeps readers engaged in the narrative, eagerly turning the pages to
uncover the next twist or revelation.

Award-Winning Excellence

It comes as no surprise that Chew Vol Taster Choice has received acclaim and
numerous awards since its debut. The series has been nominated for and won
several prestigious honors, including the Eisner Award for Best New Series and
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Best Continuing Series. John Layman's exceptional writing and the stunning
artwork by Rob Guillory make Chew Vol Taster Choice a visual and literary
masterpiece.

The Visual Feast - Artwork by Rob Guillory

Rob Guillory's vibrant and intricately detailed artwork brings the world of Chew
Vol Taster Choice to life. Guillory's unique style perfectly complements Layman's
storytelling, capturing the bizarre nature of the story and its characters. From
exaggerated facial expressions to mouth-watering food illustrations, Guillory's art
adds another layer of depth to the series, immersing readers in its extraordinary
universe.



A Series that Leaves You Craving for More

Chew Vol Taster Choice is a comic book series that leaves a lasting impression.
Its gripping storyline, memorable characters, and impeccable art make it a must-
read for any comic book enthusiast. Whether you are a fan of crime noir,
supernatural elements, or simply appreciate a fresh and innovative narrative,
Chew Vol Taster Choice has something for everyone.
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Prepare to be amazed as John Layman and Rob Guillory take you on a
gastronomic adventure like no other. Step into the extraordinary world of Chew
Vol Taster Choice, where every panel is a visual feast and every turn of the page
reveals another delicious mystery waiting to be devoured.

Get Your Copy of Chew Vol Taster Choice Today!

Don't miss out on the mind-bending and delectable experience that is Chew Vol
Taster Choice. Get your hands on this extraordinary comic book series, written by
John Layman and illustrated by Rob Guillory. Dive into the world of Tony Chu and
uncover the secrets that lie within.

So, what are you waiting for? Indulge your senses and embark on a reading
journey that will leave you hungry for more. Order your copy of Chew Vol Taster
Choice now and prepare to be amazed!
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Collects Chew Vol. 1 #1-5!

Tony Chu is a detective with a secret. A weird secret. Tony Chu is Cibopathic,
which means he gets psychic impressions from whatever he eats. It also means
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he's a hell of a detective, as long as he doesn't mind nibbling on the corpse of a
murder victim to figure out whodunit, and why. He's been brought on by the
Special Crimes Division of the FDA, the most powerful law enforcement agency
on the planet, to investigate their strangest, sickest, and most bizarre cases.

John Layman's Chew Vol Just Desserts: A
Delectable Adventure
If you are a fan of unconventional storytelling, unique characters, and a
healthy dose of culinary mystery, then look no further than Chew Vol Just
Desserts. Written...

Chew Vol International Flavor - Explore the
Delicious World of John Layman's Culinary
Creations
Are you ready to embark on a gastronomical journey like no other? Join
us as we dive into the enticing pages of Chew Vol International Flavor, a
comic series filled with...

Marvels The Remastered Edition Kurt Busiek:
An Epic Transformation of Marvel's Iconic
Universe
Marvel's The Remastered Edition Kurt Busiek is a true masterpiece that
brings Marvel's iconic universe to life like never before. With its
captivating storyline, breathtaking...
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The Complete Process of Product Design
Development, Manufacturing, and Sales
Product design and development is a multifaceted process that involves
numerous stages, each of which plays a vital role in creating successful
and marketable...

The Patron Thief Of Bread: The Ultimate Food
Mystery Unveiled
Have you ever wondered who could be the mysterious patron thief of
bread? The one who steals freshly baked loaves from kitchens all around
the world, leaving people baffled...

Into The Economy Sam Vaknin - Unraveling the
Intricacies of the Modern Economic Landscape
In today's fast-paced and interconnected world, understanding the
economy and its complexities is more important than ever. With rapid
technological...

The Legendary Journey Continues: The Epic
Adventure of the Legend of Zelda
For decades, gamers around the world have been captivated by the
enchanting realms, thrilling battles, and unforgettable characters of the
Legend of...
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Carlos Ghosn And The Culture Wars That
Upended An Auto Empire
When it comes to the automotive industry, few figures have been as
influential and controversial as Carlos Ghosn. As the former Chairman of
both Nissan and...
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